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ABSTRACT
In the article there was presented the issue of monitoring the fuel consumption of the diesel engi-

nes, together with the simultaneous comparison of consuming the energy due to exploitation and 

non- exploitation needs. Such approach allows one to detect even minimal illegal fuel consumption 

from electric engines, as well as enables continuous monitoring of the engine work and its power re-

quirements.
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1. Introduction

Currently in Poland (as well as in many other coun-

tries), diesel engines are very popular. It is due to vario-

us factors, such as: the access to the second- hand engines 

on the outer markets, relatively low purchase costs, many 

non- electrifi ed lines, big operational capability (e.g. when 

traction voltage is decreasing). Th ose, and many other 

external factors, such as high costs of lines electrifi cation 

or the problem of stealing the elements of the traction 

web, seem to maintain the popularity of this type of trac-

tion vehicles for many years to come. However, the serio-

us problem companies managing the diesel engines have 

to face is the excessive consumption of the fuel (caused by 

the wasteful drive) and the oft en stealing of the fuel. Th ose 

problems have started to be of more and more importan-

ce, because the prices of the fuels are constantly rising, and 

engines themselves are the type of vehicle that are charac-

terized by huge power and considerable demand for the 

fuel. Th e common element for those engines are, apart 

from power and electric gear, the big fuel containers.

Th e need to optimize the consumption of fuel by rail 

carriers, as well as the need to eliminate the pathologies 

connected with the stealing the fuel from the engines, cre-

ated the need to develop the new branch of monitoring. 

Fuel consumption monitoring systems were fi rstly ada-

pted from road vehicles. Unfortunately, such solution was 

not eff ective in case of advanced methods of stealing liqu-

id fuels from the engines. Th e classic monitoring systems 

allowed for detecting the stealing the fuel that was con-

ducted in a technically simple way, meaning mostly the 

draining the fuel container. Th e more technically sophisti-

cated methods were kept undetected. Th e only feature de-

tected was the raised level of fuel consumption.

Figure 1 presents the general diagram of monitoring 

system, which is built on diesel engines.

Fuel consumption monitoring means the necessity to 

measure the consumption of fuel by the engine, to measu-

re the amount of fi lled up fuel and to detect non- opera-

ting wastage of fuel, noting the abuse included. It is espe-

cially important in case of the engines used for many years, 

which are equipped with systems of monitoring the con-

sumption of the fuel during the renovation or moderniza-

tion. Th e new types of engines are, as a rule, equipped with 

the modern measurement systems that enable the precise 

measurement of the fuel consumption due to the traction 

needs, oft en basing on the measuring the amount of fuel 

put on the fuel injection. For many years there have been 

known and used the methods of controlling the fuel con-

sumption in vehicles equipped with diesel engines, based 

on measuring the amount of fuel taken within the given 
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time and on determining the necessity of its use for explo-

itation aims. Th ere are used such measuring methods, as: 

• easuring the real amount of fuel in the fuel container 

basing on the fuel level or on measuring the hydrosta-

tic pressure, induced by the fuel (capillary devices, ul-

trasound probes, hydrostatic probes),

• measuring the amount of the fuel provided direc-

tly to the engine, basing on the checking the volu-

minal flow of the fuel, executed with different types 

of the flowmeters,

• electric energy measurement, which is produced by 

the power generator of the diesel engine and connec-

ting this energy with the amount of the used fuel (by 

calibrating or by counting).

Th e best result is achieved when all three methods are 

used at the same time. Each of the method has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. Th e methods connected 

with measuring of the real amount of the fuel in the con-

tainer require the knowledge of the character of the cali-

bration, meaning the relation between volume (the mass 

of the fuel) and the level up to which the container is fi lled 

(hydrostatic pressure of the fuel column in the container), 

taking into account the oft en geometrical asymmetry of 

fuel containers, caused by constructional shape and/or de-

formations due to the damage caused by the exploitation.

Is the old generation systems only the measurement 

of the level of the fuel in the container was used, as well as 

the sensors of the fl ow of the fuel provided to the engine. 

Th e new solution is that apart from measuring the level of 

the fuel in the container and the fuel provided to the en-

gine, the measurement of the power delivered to the en-

gine is used.

Figure 2 presents the typical fuel consumption monitoring 

system without measuring the electric power measurement.

The additional factor that influences the precision 

of the measurement is the fuel density factor, which is 

based not only on the type of the fuel used, but also on 

temperature. 

One should also note that when using the methods of 

mass or fuel volume measurement there exist many factors, 

characteristic for the given method, which may cause the ad-

ditional measurement errors. Th ere could be such factors, as 

longitudinal or crosswise bending of the engine fuel conta-

iners due to the track bending, disturbance on the fuel surfa-

ce due to the vibration during the drive- those factors require 

using the proper hardware or soft ware fi lters, the precision of 

tracks, meter circuit calibration and many others.

When using the methods basing on the direct measu-

rement of the amount of fuel that is provided to the engi-

ne, e.g. via specifi c circuit of fl owmeters, (usually made 

not to count excess return fuel or the ones diff erentially 

connected), one need to realize that in those methods nu-

merous errors occur. Not only is it due to the precision of 

the used fl owmeters, but also non-laminar fuel return (be-

cause of the high pressure) and considerable local heating 

of the return fuel. Th at is why it is required to use addi-

tional circuits, such as fuel degassers and equalizing con-

tainers. However, the basic disadvantage of fuel measure-

ment with the use of fl owmeter (or fl owmeters) is that in 

case of taking the fuel from fuel installations from the po-

ints being further than fl owmeter, the lacks of fuel are co-

unted as engine exploitation use, which is not always true.

Figure 3 presents the block diagram of the monitoring 

circuit of fuel consumption in diesel engine together with 

the simultaneous measuring electric power consumption. 

Measuring the electric power consumption created by 

the generator of the diesel engine and connecting this energy 

(via calibration or by counting) with the amount of used fuel 

has disadvantages. Th e basic one is the big error when engi-

ne works on the neutral gear, because in such case the electric 

Fig.1.  The block diagram of monitoring system

Fig.2.  The block diagram of the typical fuel consumption monitoring 

system in diesel engine
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energy, counted on the base of power consumption is close to 

zero, whereas the actual fuel use diff ers from zero.

Defi ning fuel consumption for this method in labora-

tory conditions and using it for predicting the exploitation 

use is diffi  cult and only some companies have the pro-

per diagnostic posts to diagnose the engine, and they still 

make it in the restricted scope. Usually, there is the possi-

bility to run the tests of fuel consumption on the neutral 

gear and with the rated load, with the given engine rota-

tional speed. Th e caliber of the engine effi  ciency is the gra-

de of unit fuel consumption described for the power ra-

ting. However, this unit is infl uenced by other factors and 

engine deck equipment, like tightness of pneumatic circu-

it that evokes the compressor work, which directly or indi-

rectly consumes the energy created by diesel engine.

Additionally, fuel consumption is infl uenced by such 

equipment, as: main fan, exciter, support current genera-

tor, track engine fan, fuel and oil pumps and others, which 

qualitative infl uence on fuel consumption is diffi  cult to de-

termine or else requires a lot of technical expenditure. Th e 

considerable deviations of fuel consumption appear depen-

ding on technical condition of the engine and the degree to 

which its equipment is exploited, especially the elements of 

standby power generator, which cause oscillations of rotatio-

nal speed, power and main generator voltage. Also, the de-

fect of the hysteresis of external characteristics of standby ge-

nerator and incorrect settings of fuel limiter infl uence gre-

atly fuel consumption. It may be concluded that determi-

ning the fuel consumption by measuring electric power on 

main generator is, against assumptions, a diffi  cult task, and 

corresponding this use to normative conditions, when there 

are so many disruptive elements- as it has been shown- and 

where there is a big dispersion of unit fuel consumption for 

individual engines from the same series is a complicated pro-

blem, especially for maneuvering engines. Summing up, the 

issue of measuring fuel consumption for exploitation needs, 

basing on mass or volume measurement of fuel in engine fuel 

containers, measuring fuel provided to the engine of the lo-

comotive or by measuring electric power of the main electric 

generator is a diffi  cult task, and precision of the measurement 

is far from the engine users’ expectations. 

Th e characteristic of the changes of the values of the 

electric power from power generator is in the function of 

its voltage consistent with dependence of tractive force in 

the function of drive speed. Such consistency allows for 

precise use of such characteristic in order to compare it 

with the characteristic of fuel consumption.

Th e situation is even more complicated when, apart 

from fuel consumption for exploitation needs, there exist 

at the same time the non-exploitation losses, abuses inclu-

ded. In order to control fuel consumption in diesel vehic-

les, and in case of detection over-normative consumption, 

including non- exploitation losses due to abuse, one needs 

to make the engine fuel assessment. It can be conducted 

in a simplifi ed way, by comparing the amount of fuel pro-

vided to the high- pressure engine (e.g. by measuring the 

volume of the fuel with the fl owmeter) with the amount of 

fuel in the engine fuel containers (e.g. by measuring hy-

drostatic pressure of the fuel in the container/ containers). 

Th e exact assessment of the fuel consumption and detec-

ting non-exploitation losses requires also taking into acco-

unt fuel consumed by the heater.

Starting from the rule of conservation of energy, the amo-

unt of fuel used for exploitation needs can be connected with 

the electric energy made in main generator of the engine.

Using the monitoring systems allowed the users to les-

sen the expenses for fuel due to detection of excessive use 

and to eff ective fl eet management.

Th ose systems became a popular and widely used tool 

both for national and private carriers, as they connect ad-

vanced measurement technology with a simply and easily 

acquired user’s interface.

Th e functionality of the system includes: monitoring 

and substantiating the process of fuel management by:

• running full fuel assessment for the engine starting 

from fi lling up, through providing the fuel to the loco-

motive engine, to monitoring the power made by elec-

tric sources;

• locating the object and monitoring the work status as 

well as important technical parameters of each of the 

engines of the fl eet by the traffi  c controller;

• easy access to reports, statistics, lists and full history of 

routes and stops;

Fig.3.  The block diagram of the monitoring circuit of fuel 

consumption in diesel engine together with the simultaneous 

measuring electric power consumption
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• identifi cation/authorization of the staff , using non- 

contact ID badges, monitoring staff ’s labor time and 

communication between engine driver and supervi-

sion centre;

• integration with the logistic processes support system.

Monitoring fuel management is one of the most im-

portant task of the described system. Due to many years 

of surveys it was noted that running the full engine energy 

assessment is possible on the basis of the data collected in 

four places on of the engine:

• fuel containers, where the actual amount of fuel in the 

engine is set;

• engine fuel system, where the temporal fuel consump-

tion by the engine is measured;

• main generator, where the electric power spent on en-

gine work is measured;

• drivers of the vehicle heating device, for which fuel 

consumption is determined.

In fi rst versions of the described program only two 

measuring points were used: fuel containers and vehic-

le heating device. Th e fl owmeter and energy monitoring 

system were not used because of rather high price. Such 

system enabled fuel consumption monitoring, but did not 

give unambiguous answer if the amount of used fuel is 

correct as far as the work of the engine is concerned and if 

all the fuel was used by the engine of the locomotive.

It caused the necessity of expanding the system with 

other measuring points: fl owmeter measuring the actual 

amount of fuel delivered to the engine and the main gene-

rator energy meter. Only comparing all four measure values 

allowed to make the improper engine assessment and to de-

tect all unreasonable fuel losses (stealing or improper bur-

ning in the engine) basing on assessed data for each engine.

Th e level of the fuel in the container is set on the base 

of hydrostatic probes, set within the container (conta-

iners) on its horizontal diagonal. Probes show the pressu-

re of the fuel column, which is calculated into fuel volu-

me on the basis of calibration curve. Two probes are used 

to eliminate the infl uence of track bending on the reading. 

To measure fuel taken by the engine, fl owmeter on the fuel 

pipe was used. In case of the engines with return fuel cir-

cuit, the fl owmeter measures the diff erence between fuel 

reaching and fuel coming back from fuel collector, which 

makes the actual fuel consumption by the diesel engine.

Electric energy, for creation of which fuel should be 

used, is determined basing on measurement of power and 

the voltage of main generator (generator power) and the 

time of work of heating devices.

2. Conclusions

One of the functions of the applications of the analyzed 

system is to prepare reports and statistics of engines exploita-

tion. Th e prepared reports allow for, among others, detecting 

non- exploitation losses of the fuel, engine driver’s identifi ca-

tion, as well as identifi cation of the engines which have the en-

larged, when compared with the average, fuel consumption 

when driving certain routes, and monitoring the engine dri-

ver’s style of work, plus planning check-ups and repairs. Achie-

ving such functionality and precision was possible only thanks 

to creating algorithms and devices for monitoring fuel con-

sumption. Standard market solutions do not have the possi-

bility to detect the abuses connected with fuel consumption if 

such procedure is conducted in technically advanced way.
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